Return to Ravenloft. Collecting the Ravenloft Books.

Can’t find a book? Read this mini-spoiler.


Books 1-4. In the library, east side of town. To collect spare copies drop the one you have and click on the bookshelf again.

Book 5. Trouble with Gavist mini quest. Gavist is leering in the south west of town during the hours of daylight. Kill, cure or pick-pocket him to get the book. To cure him: speak to him, then to the nearby female npc Nice Sennen and then back to Gavist. If he offers to show you his pretties say yes. The cure is a Restoration spell, Walek will give you one (cast able by any class) if you ask him about Gavist and say that you see some hope for him. Talk to him after he's cured to get the book. When you have rid the town of Gavist, Nice Sennen will give spare copies of Book 5 to you.

Book 6. Blood Stain Mystery mini quest. Rond Patson has gone mad and locked his wife in the dungeon. His house is one of the larger ones just east of the market. The book is also in the dungeon in the 'Vital Chest'. To collect spare copies drop the one you have and click on the chest again. To complete the quest talk to Rond's wife and get a curing scroll (Remove Curse again) from Walek by talking about 'The Patsons'. Or talk to Gate Captain Fogarty and she will solve it for you. Or just kill Rond.

Book 7. In Orcus' back room in the 'important book pile', the Orc Shop is in the south east of town. The door into Orcus' back room is locked. Pick-lock, bash or use the key on the nearby corpse to open the door. To collect spare copies drop the one you have and click on the book pile again.

Book 8. A Polymorphed Falcon mini quest. Enter the 'Family Houses' north east of town behind the inn. Go to the right side rooms and upstairs. There is a cage with an non removable minor tangle trap on it which also polymorphs you into a pixie. Talk to the falcon, which is now released, and return to the temple holy fire to remove the polymorph. Pansy the magic merchant can make you a Dispel Magic scroll (castable by any class) to remove the polymorph on the falcon if you give her 500gp and some mustard ink. A few mustard ink bottles are scattered about the village but you can buy one from Orcus. (She can also create a few other any-class-cast-able scrolls from such things as; fairy teeth, powdered water, nickel ingots, bottle berries and eagle feathers.) Once you have removed the polymorph spell on the falcon talk to the npc and ask for the book. If the cage, the bird and the npc are gone (or dead) check the book pile in that room, the book will be there.

Book 9. Shop at Pansy Potions and buy as many as you want for 1gp each.

Book 10. The Gate mini adventure. Travel through the Gate in the basement of the Goodmane house east of the market. Get the key from Herent Goodmane who's sitting by the fire in the lounge then go downstairs. The trapped and locked door there is open able with Herent's key. Pulling the chain opens the gate for a short time, just stand between the Pedestals. There are a number of areas to transit before you get back to town. In the last area, 'Old Town Ruin' there is a chest near the derelict library with book 10 in it. To collect spare copies drop the book you have and click on the chest again.


